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on learned ignorance (de docta ignorantia) by nicholas of cusa - the translation of book iii was made
from nicolai de cusa opera omnia, vol. i:de docta ignorantia(leipzig: fexix meiner, 1932), text edited by ernst
hoffmann and raymond klibansky. for purposes of standardization the margin numbers in the eng-lish
translation are taken from de docta ignorantia. die belehrte unwissenheit, book nicholas of cusa and the
infinite - nicholas of cusa and the infinite thomas j. mcfarlane nicholas of cusa (1401-64) was a philosopher
and theologian whose writings influenced the development of renaissance mathematics and science. the first
part of this article traces the historical development in the west of thought about the infinite prior to the time
of nicholas of cusa. nicholas of cusa (1401–1464): first modern philosopher? - nicholas of cusa: first
modern philosopher? 15 so too is the part: there is cognitive reciprocity. (3) another such theme is intro-duced
in cusa’s de beryllo, viz., the pythagorean notion that “man is the measure of all things”in that he is the
measuring scale for all thingsme interpreters have nicholas of cusa on learned ignorance - on learned
ignorance harries 7 confidence that is challenged by the doctrine of learned ignorance. as wenck suggests,
there would seem to be a deep opposition between cusanus and aristotle. “nicholas of cusa (1401-1464):
first modern philosopher?” - 2 nicholas of cusa (1401-1464): first modern philosopher? ever since ernst
cassirer in his epochal book individuum und kosmos in der philosophie der renaissance1 labeled nicholas of
cusa “the first modern thinker,” interest in cusa’s thought has burgeoned. the florentine renaissance:
nicholas of cusa - the florentine renaissance: nicholas of cusa evgeny spodarev « prima veritas est mensura
omnis veritatis » nicholas of cusa 1. introduction nicholas of cusa (nc) (1401-1464) is one of the most
prominent neo-platonic philosophers of the renaissance. christiformitas in nicholas of cusa’s roman
sermons (1459) - 4 christiformitas in nicholas of cusa’s roman sermons (1459) christiformitas in nicholas of
cusa’s roman sermons (1459) the bishop cusanus there applied the more general idea of conformity to christ
to the practical challenges of pastoral care.6 in that synod nicholas preached on the theme i am the good
shepherd (john 10.11). this was an ideal text for teaching nicholas of cusa and the end of the conciliar
movement: a ... - nicholas of cusa and the end of the conciliar movement: a humanist crisis of identity james
e. biechler the ignominious end of the conciliar movement in the mid-fifteenth century strikes many
contemporary historians and theologians as one of the tragedies in the history of western civilization. nicholas
of cusa and raymond lull: comparison - nicholas of cusa and raymond lull: comparison evgeny spodarev 1.
introduction the first acquaintance of nicholas of cusa (nc) (1401-1464) with the writings of the majorcan
philosopher and theologian raymond lull (rl) (1232-1315) may have dated back to the time of the studies of the
former in padua (1417-1423) and/or in cologne (1425-1426). coincidentia oppositorum in nicholas of
cusa’s sermons - coincidentia oppositorum in nicholas of cusa’s sermons the doctrine of the coincidence of
opposites as it appears in nicholas of cusa’s treatises and dialogues has been studied extensively though not
exhaustively.1 yet, there remains, among other things, the task of highlighting this doctrine’s thematic aspects
as they surface in nicholas’s nicholas of cusa - muse.jhu - nicholas of cusa in search of god and wisdom
(see previously), 221–55. of the numerous studies about the influences on cusanus, exam-ples are e. colomer,
nikolaus von kues und raimund llull (berlin, 1961), and l. hagemann, der kur’an in verständnis und kritik bei
nikolaus von dermot moran nicholas of cusa and modern philosophy - dermot moran nicholas of cusa
and modern philosophy ‘‘gatekeeper of the modern age’’ nicholas of cusa (niklas krebs, known as cusanus,
1401–64), one of the most original and creative intellects of the fifteenth century,1 has been variously
described as ‘‘the last great philosopher of the dying middle nicholas of cusa’s dialectical mysticism nicholas of cusa’s dialectical mysticism text, translation, and interpretive study of de visione dei (3rd edition)
by jasper hopkins the arthur j. banning press
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